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Section 1

Context and Scope
The Services Description defines the scope of the services for SAP Commerce Cloud subscription in the
Public Cloud, pursuant to the SAP Commerce Cloud Supplement.

Section 2

Glossary
Business Day means any weekday the supporting SAP offices are open for regular business.
Cloud Portal is the customer self-service portal used for managing the SAP Commerce Cloud
subscription.
Codebase consists of the source code customers use to customize Commerce Cloud Software?.
Customers specify their codebase by linking to a project in their git repository in the Cloud Portal.
Commerce Cloud Software is the application software provided by SAP that Customers can
customize with their codebase to suit their requirements.
Customer System Administrator is a role within the Cloud Portal that represents the Customer’s
primary technical contact. This contact is named as the contact Person IT in the Order Form and
can provide Cloud Portal access to other team members on the Customer or Partner side. For more
information, see here.
Disaster means an event of substantial extent causing significant disruption of the delivery of
the Cloud Service and may include physical damage or destruction to the Production datacenter.
Disasters can be natural (such as floods, hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes) and/or humaninduced, including but not limited to hazardous material spills, infrastructure failure and bioterrorism.
A disaster is typically not limited to one individual system or landscape but larger parts of an
infrastructure.
Go-Live means the point in time when the Production environment with a deployed build and a
functional site is open to end-user access and is ready to process orders.
Performance Profile is a benchmark of the overall system performance, including, but not limited to,
the time it takes to load webpages in the user’s browser, average CPU and memory usage.
RPO (Recovery Point Objective) means the maximum likely time period in which Customer data
might be lost due to a disaster (e.g. the time period between the last backup or last data replication
and the point in time a disaster occurred).
RTO (Recovery Time Objective) means the maximum likely time period in which the Production
environment of the Cloud Service is unavailable in a disaster case (e.g. time between a disaster and
point in time the Production environment is available again).
SAP Commerce Cloud Automation Zone is the SAP software resource that automates and orchestrates
the provisioning and operations of the Customers' Commerce environments and subscriptions. The SAP
Commerce Cloud Automation Zone is fully maintained and can only be accessed by SAP.
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Section 3

Cloud Onboarding
3.1 Provisioning
An SAP Commerce Cloud subscription will be provisioned on behalf of the Customer in its target datacenter
within 3 Business Days following the Product Start Date specified in the Order Form.
SAP automatically provisions a Small Sandbox Environment(s). Customers can then, on an “as needed”
basis, use the self-service tools to provision all additional environments they are entitled to as part of their
subscription (e.g. Small, Medium, Large Sandbox and Production). This can be done via SAP for Me by a
Customer with a valid SAP S-User ID (requires Edit Cloud Data CLOUDEDIT authorization).
Once the order has been provisioned, the designated Customer System Administrator will receive an
automated email with instructions on how to log on and gain access to the Cloud Portal, as well as links to the
documentation and supporting materials for using the Cloud Portal and SAP Commerce Cloud.

3.2 Notifications
The Customer can add, customize and manage the notification by subscribing to the SAP Cloud System
Notification Subscriptions (CSNS) service. This will ensure that the Customer receives timely updates
regarding the cloud services including but not limited to planned and unplanned downtimes and other
customer communications. All maintenance notifications are available in the Cloud Availability Center.

3.3 Backoffice Connectivity
Customers can establish connectivity between SAP Commerce Cloud environments and their backend
systems (e.g. ERP) via IP Filtering and a site to site VPN.
The Customer can configure VPN and IP filters through the Cloud Portal. The Customer must ensure that
their VPN device is a supported device on Microsoft Azure’s list of compliant devices. This list can be found
in Microsoft Azure’s VPN gateway online documentation.
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Section 4

Onboarding and Fundamental
Activities
4.1 Introduction
Onboarding and fundamental activities for SAP Commerce Cloud are included in the subscription to improve
customer experience and help accelerate time to value. The onboarding and fundamental activities, detailed in
this section, are an integral component of the overall SAP Commerce Cloud customer engagement journey.
These activities are available to customers when they subscribe to SAP Commerce Cloud, based on the
CloudEdition that they select.

4.2 Technical Operations Management
Customers will receive support from the Technical Operations Management (TOM) team for a two week
period after their project kick-off and four 4 weeks surrounding the Go-Live of their initial release (2 weeks
before Go-Live and 2 weeks after Go-Live), with the goal of ensuring a successful Go-Live. Leading to the GoLive date, a Technical Operations Manager (TOM) will review the Customer's Go-Live checklist, help mitigate
and promptly solve any incidents. Customer should notify the Technical Operations Manager (TOM) of their
exact Go-Live date at least 14 days before Go-Live.
NOTE: The services mentioned in this section are provided during the normal Business Day in the time zone
of the Customer Production environment datacenter.

4.3 Commerce Capabilities Workshop
The Capabilities Workshop will be available to all SAP Commerce Cloud customers regardless of the selected
Cloud Edition. The Capabilities Workshop aims to reduce project risk and overall cost by identifying existing
reusable components and minimizing the need for custom development. It will be delivered remotely over the
course of two (2) full days and provides interested Customer businessstakeholders a baseline knowledge of
the native features and capabilities of the SAP Commerce Cloud solution including storefront accelerators and
Spartacus. The scope of the Capabilities Workshop includes:
• Customer journey
• Backoffice tools
• Pricing and catalog concepts
• Pricing and promotions
• Search and navigation
• Order management, stock, and fulfillment
• Checkout, payments, returns, and refunds
• Content management
• Personalization
• Internationalization
• Platform architecture, APIs, and interfaces
• Optional: SAP Commerce Cloud Portal
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4.4 Initial System Setup
The Initial System Setup activity assists the Customer by ensuring that their initial SAP Commerce Cloud
setup and configuration follows SAP recommended practices. It allows the Customer to quickly set up and
configure one (1) basic storefront with its own data and preferences in order to allow for early internal
adoption by business and technical users. This activity is delivered within the first 4 months of the Project
Start Date and includes relevant enablement, configuration, and accelerators to help customers reduce cost,
mitigate risk, and accelerate adoption across each project phase.
Based on the SAP Commerce Cloud subscription, the following components are included in this activity:

COMPONENTS

STANDARD
EDITION

PROFESSIONAL
EDITION

ENTERPRISE
EDITION

(5 days)

(5 days)

(20 days)

X

X

Base Configuration & Setup

X

Product Data Load

X

Basic Branding

X

The scope of each component is described hereafter.
Base Configuration & Setup

• Prerequisites collected
• Conversion of questionnaire responses to configuration files for the Commerce platform and storefront
• Validation of required connectivity to SAP Commerce Cloud
• Setup of write access to the customer's code repository
• Setup of users and roles on the SAP Commerce Cloud portal
• Repository and project generation
• Storefront base configuration
• Deployment to cloud
• Small sandbox environment setup automation and instructions
• Data load preparation
• Setup and configuration documentation
Product Data Load

• Product catalog and classification system setup
• Data load templates generation
• Data load documentation
Basic Branding

• Color scheme
• Basic font
• Logo replacement
• Basic styling of global elements
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• Basic styling of header and footer navigation
Initial System Setup prerequisites are as follows:

• The customer has an SAP Commerce Cloud subscription
• The customer has a GIT repository configured
• The customer understands the core capabilities of SAP Commerce Cloud
• The customer has provided SAP Services with the completed initial system setup questionnaire
• The customer understands the data loading process and has provided sample data by a mutually agreed
upon date
• The customer understands basic site branding and content management in SAP Commerce Cloud
• Optional: The customer has configured an SMTP server and provided the server details

4.5 Cloud Readiness Check
The Cloud Readiness Check (CRC) is intended to verify if the Customer's SAP Commerce Cloud solution meets
the standards of performance, security and quality required to deploy a successful solution.
The CRC is a five-day activity provided by SAP at a single point prior to Go-Live in which the Customer's
solution and customizations are reviewed. The Customer must go through the CRC before Go-Live and with
enough time to implement any recommendations with blocker priority – these are intended to highlight
potential degradation of the solution at or soon after go-live.
As part of the Cloud Readiness Check, SAP will perform a review and provide a report with pertinent
recommendations relative to the following areas:
• Project set-up
• Solution and integration design
• Code quality
• Data maintenance policy
• Application-level security
Cloud Readiness Check prerequisites are as follows:
• Read-only access to source code repository, or a snapshot of the latest code
• Single point of contact for technical and business questions
• High-level architecture diagram, including integration points
• Access to the subscription on Cloud Portal
• Access to Commerce and HAC/Backoffice applications
• Instructions for local environment setup
• Data-load plan (if new implementation) or Data migration plan (if Migration)
• Provide any performance testing-related assets, such as test results and supporting documentation
• Non-functional requirements for sizing validation, such as expected traffic volumes, peak traffic, or peak
orders
Limitations
The following items are not included in the Cloud Readiness Check:
• Any form of performance and/or penetration testing
• System or application fixes as a result of the Cloud Readiness Check findings
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• Advanced review of application architecture, order management system, cart, payment system
provider, search, navigation, internationalization, session management and other third-party
integrations
• In-depth, manual source code analysis, use of SAP Commerce Cloud APIs and back-office configurations
• Design of performance goals and test plans, test execution and bottleneck analysis, system tuning
• In-depth performance analysis and tuning
The CRC is not a substitute for performing best-practice quality assurance as part of the ongoing
delivery of the Cloud activity.

4.6 Performance Health Check
The Performance Health Check activitywill assess the performance of the customer’s live production
storefront. The assessment will be delivered remotely over the course of two days and provide the customer
with feedback that identifies application hotspots for improvements and remediation.
The scope of the Performance Health Check activity includes:
• Review of the application performance monitoring dashboard for the monitored endpoint in the Production
environment
• Identification of top CPU hotspots
• Identification of top response time hotspots
• Identification of top database queries
• Identification of top tables
• Report including findings and recommendations
The scope of the Performance Health Check activity does not include:
• Root Cause Analysis of a particular incident
• Deep-dive Performance Review
• Web page profiling
The prerequisites for the Performance Health check activityare:
• A live storefront in production
• Customer to open a ticket to authorize SAP_DELIVERY_SUPPORT access to SAP Services delivery
consultant
• Access to HAC on the storefront
• The storefront URL
• Access to any applicable monitoring tools
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The following table illustrates how often a Performance Health Check will be delivered based on the SAP
Commerce Cloud subscription, starting the quarter after Go-Live:
FREQUENCY

STANDARD
EDITION

Annually

PROFESSIONAL
EDITION

ENTERPRISE
EDITION

X

Quarterly

X

X

4.7 Value Maximization Assessment
The Value Maximization Assessment provides a one-time analysis of the Customer’sindividual adoption of
SAP Commerce Cloud's native features and functionalities after it has gone live and compares them with
recommended practices and provides recommendations for increasing the value realized with the digital
commerce platform. This five-day analysis will result in an assessment report featuring key areas of focus,
an overall adoption scorecard, and recommendations to drive more adoption. The findings will be
documented, delivered via real-time presentation, and result in a jointly defined ongoing adoption plan.
Customers can select up to four (4) of the following deep-dive topics:
• UX Performance
• Product Content Management
• Usability
• Searchandizing
• B2B
• SEO
• Personalization
• Identity
The Value Maximization Assessment prerequisites are as follows:
• Desired business outcomes and KPIs
• Data Analytics access
• Alignment on the topics of focus
• Access to the live website and back-office in the production environment

4.8 SAP Commerce Cloud Upgrades
The included SAP Commerce Cloud Upgrade activities help customers stay up to date with the latest SAP
Commerce Cloud product releases. There are many benefits in staying current on SAP Commerce Cloud
product releases, including leveraging the latest features and functionality, top-notch security through access
to patches, and product support & ongoing maintenance. There are two different upgrade programs available
depending on your subscription level, these are:
• Platform Upgrade, available to Professional Edition customers
• Technical Upgrade, available to Enterprise Edition customers
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Platform Upgrade
The Platform Upgrade activity is a key component of the onboarding and fundamental activitiesincluded
with SAP Commerce Cloud. Designed around the customer to minimize any business or innovation
disruption, the Platform Upgrade Program allows Cloud Customers the opportunity to stay aligned with the
latest SAP Commerce Cloud product releases; the latest Platform developments & changes, whilst gaining
access to new out-of-the-box features and APIs.
The Platform Upgrade activity is comprised of three (3) core scope elements:
• Customer Introduction & Presentation
• Upgrade Assessment (Reporting: changes, gaps, issues, follow up actions)
• Upgrade Environment Setup
The Platform Upgrade is available one (1) year after the Customer’s initial Go-Live and then available
annually after each previous Platform Upgrade for the duration of the contract. Please refer to the
Appendix section of this document for additional information on the platform upgrade offering, including
pre-requisites, scope, exclusions, and other delivery information.
Technical Upgrade
The Technical Upgrade activity is a key component of the onboarding and fundamental activitiesincluded
with SAP Commerce Cloud. Designed around the Customer to minimize any business or innovation
disruption, the Technical Upgrade Program allows SAP Commerce Cloud Customers the opportunity to stay
aligned with the latest SAP Commerce Cloud product releases, the latest SAP Commerce platform
developments & changes, whilst gaining access to new out-of-the-box features and APIs.
The Technical Upgrade activity is comprised of six (6) core scope elements:
• Customer Introduction & Presentation
• Upgrade Assessment (Reporting: changes, gaps, issues, follow up actions)
• Upgrade Environment Setup
• Upgrade Custom Code Adaptations
• Upgrade Testing and UAT Support
• Upgrade Go-live Support
The Technical Upgrade is available to the Customer one (1) year after the initial Go-Live and then available
every two years after each previous Technical Upgrade for the duration of the contract. Please refer to the
Appendix section of this document for additional information on the technical upgrade offering, including
pre-requisites, scope, exclusions, and other delivery information.
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Section 5

Management of Portal Services
The hosting platform resides on a fully redundant cloud infrastructure operated by Microsoft Azure, with the
exception of the Cloud Portal which runs on the SAP Business Technology Platform (BTP).

5.1 Cloud Portal
SAP Commerce Cloud provides a self-service portal, the Cloud Portal, through which the Customer is able to:
• Connect its Git-based code repository to SAP Commerce Cloud
– This includes configuring the relevant access control mechanisms on their Git-based code repository.
– Enable connectivity from SAP Commerce Cloud to its code repository
• Trigger the build processes
• Configure / initiate deployments of builds to environments
• Configure environments, including:
– Configuring Host aliases
– Configuring VPN
– Configuring trusted certificates
– Uploading static files
– Uploading security files
– Defining application endpoints (public and internal)
– Creating URL redirects
– Configuring SSL certificates
– Initiating data snapshots at necessary points in time
– Initiating data snapshot restores (such as part of rollback)
– User Management
– Configuring allowed or denied IP addresses via IP Filter sets
• Schedule Environment Upgrades
• Integrate SAP BTP, Kyma Runtime (SAP BTP, Kyma Runtime integration adds the ability to build and
deploy microservices-based extensions to SAP Commerce Cloud for easier customization without
compromising upgradability).
If any of these features are unavailable on the Cloud Portal, a Service Request can be raised by the Customer
for assistance in completing the required action.
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5.2 Environments
SAP provides five different types of environments. A default set of environments is provided depending on the
edition of the Cloud Service. Details on environment entitlements are available in the SAP Commerce Cloud
Technical and Functional Specification. Customers have the option to purchase additional environments as
add-on services.
All environments are composed of Kubernetes clusters distributed across multiple virtual machines.
All server clusters and their allocated resources (e.g., CPU, RAM) in all environments are managed exclusively
by SAP.
SAP Commerce Cloud does not provide terminal access to the servers, access to underlying cluster
management tools or access to the database.
Customers will use the Cloud Portal as the sole interface for managing their SAP Commerce Cloud
environments.
5.2.1

SMALL SANDBOX ENVIRONMENT

The Small Sandbox environment is fixed in size and has the following profile:
• Up to 3 Standard Tier Virtual Machines (maximum 48 GiB RAM)
• Up to 50 DTU Standard Tier database
The Small Sandbox environments are not in scope of a disaster recovery strategy.
5.2.2

MEDIUM SANDBOX ENVIRONMENT

The Medium Sandbox environment is fixed in size and has the following profile:
• Up to 4 Standard Tier Virtual Machines (maximum 128 GiB RAM)
• Up to 200 DTU Standard Tier database
The Medium Sandbox environments are not in scope of a disaster recovery strategy.
5.2.3

LARGE SANDBOX ENVIRONMENT

The Large Sandbox environment is fixed in size and has the following profile:
• Up to 4 Standard Tier Virtual Machines (maximum 128 GiB RAM)
• Up to 500 DTU Premium Tier database
The Large Sandbox environments are not in scope of a disaster recovery strategy.
5.2.4

X-LARGE SANDBOX ENVIRONMENT

The X-Large Sandbox environment is fixed in size and has the following profile:
• Up to 21 Standard Tier Virtual Machines (maximum 672 GiB RAM)
• Up to 1,750 DTU Premium Tier database
The X-Large Sandbox environments are not in scope of a disaster recovery strategy.
5.2.5

PRODUCTION

The Production environment provides a fully functional instance of SAP Commerce Cloud. Its intended
purpose is to transact business on a live instance of the fully-tested application after Go-Live.
Production intentionally distributes deployed services across multiple availability sets to ensure maximum
reliability of service.
The Production environments run Premium tier Azure SQL Databases.
The Production environments are in scope of the disaster recovery strategy.
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5.3 Storage
5.3.1

DATABASE STORAGE

Azure SQL Database provides the following storage space:
• Up to 1 TB for databases included with the Production environment
• Up to 250 GB for databases included with the small and medium sandbox environment
• Up to 1 TB for database included with a large sandbox environment
• Up to 4 TB for database included with a x-large sandbox environment
5.3.2

DISK STORAGE

Application servers do not have persistent hard drives attached and therefore use cloud storage for files
required to exist beyond the lifetime of the SAP Commerce Cloud instance.
5.3.3

CLOUD STORAGE

SAP Commerce Cloud allocates 5TB of general use cloud storage. Additional storage is available for purchase.
This storage is used for:
• Imported data files (using clustered hotfolders)
• Uploaded content files (media imports)
• System snapshots
• System artfacts generated from builds
• Log files & monitoring data

5.4 Bandwidth & Data Transfer
Outbound data transfer and bandwidth required to support the SAP Commerce Cloud Service are included in
the SAP Commerce Cloud subscription.

5.5 Scalability
In order to maintain Service Level Objectives, the support team will initiate a scaling event in cases where
increased capacity can resolve an application alert. SAP has the right to scale down if scaling down is not
expected to impact neither performance nor Service Level.
As a best practice, when the Customer is expecting an increase in traffic to its website, the Customer should
notify SAP (via a ticket on the SAP ONE Support Launchpad) at least 3 Business Days in advance to ensure
adequate resources are provisioned and to avoid performance lag.
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Section 6

Observability, Monitoring and
Performance Management
SAP Commerce Cloud uses a third party full-stack solution which provides a single approach to observability,
monitoring, application performance management (APM) and Digital User Experience Management
(DEM). For DEM access an optional subscription is required. This solution is integrated with SAP's cloud
operations. Each component in the Customer's environment is equipped with an agent to provide a full view
on the setup, covering infrastructure, containers, process level, service level, application level as well as end
user activity and insight.
Various metrics across the entire SAP Commerce Cloud stack are collected and correlated for problem and
performance analysis. Customer can access the APM tool via the Cloud Portal, as documented here.

6.1 Infrastructure, Virtualization and Container Technologies
The monitoring agent collects system metrics for the virtual machines which are providingthe lowest level
of the infrastructure (container services/Kubernetes). The health of hosts and containers is derived from
various metrics which are also correlated with key metrics from processes, services and applications
executed within these containers.
6.1.1

HOSTS AND VIRTUAL MACHINES

The basic metrics on the lowest level of the Customer's infrastructure (hosts/VMs) can be categorized into 5
groups: Availability, CPU, Disk, Memory and Network.
Detailed information on these metrics and additional meta-information for hosts/VM components can be
found in the Monitoring section on help.sap.com.
6.1.2

KUBERNETES AND CONTAINERS

For containers, the individual resource consumption per container is collected: CPU, memory, traffic and
throttling.
For containerized processes, the monitoring allows ad-hoc access to the current container logs within a
limited timeframe.
Detailed information on these metrics and additional meta-information for containers can be found in the
Monitoring section on help.sap.com.

6.2 Monitoring Solution and Application Components
The monitoring solution automatically detects the process types running on a host or within a container.
The deep technology support allows automatic detection of the process type and runtime it is executing on.
Additionally, the tool monitors relevant key performance indicators for the Java Virtual Machines that are
hosting the application components and for the application server itself.
For processes without deep instrumentation support, the tool will report metrics it determines from the
operating system.
6.2.1

OS-LEVEL PROCESS KPIs
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These basic processes KPIs (system performance) are collected for every process type: CPU, responsiveness,
memory, worker processes and I/O.
6.2.2

JAVA RUNTIME SPECIFIC KPIs

For every process that uses the Java runtime, the monitoring captures Java-specific KPIs which the AI uses
for problem correlation and causation. Java-specific differences like those used for GC strategy and memory
pool configurations are detected automatically.
The Java metric group includes suspension, young generation memory pools, old generation memory pools,
survivor space, meta-space, code cache, compressed class space and threads.
Detailed information on these metrics and additional meta-information for Java processes can be found in the
Monitoring section on help.sap.com.

6.2.3

WEBSERVER PROCESS SPECIFIC KPIs (e.g. APACHE HTTP)

For monitored Webserver processes, the monitoring agent automatically captures KPIs which the AI uses for
problem and performance correlation.
The Webserver metric group contains requests, response size, busy workers, and request queuing time.
Detailed information on these metrics and additional meta-information on Webserver's monitoring can
befound in the Monitoring section on help.sap.com.

6.2.4

APPLICATION SERVERS PROCESS SPECIFIC KPIs (e.g. APACHE TOMCAT)

For monitored application server processes, the agent automatically captures KPIs that are provided by the
application servers.
The application server metric group contains threads and web requests.
Additional meta-information for application servers can be found in the Monitoring section on help.sap.com.
6.2.5

OTHER PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGY TYPES

The monitoring solution supports various process technologies within SAP Commerce Cloud. For these
technologies, relevant metrics are captured automatically.
For example:
•

apachehttp

•

glassfish

•

nginx

•

dockerdaemon

•

haproxy

•

nodejs

•

dotnet

•

java

•

perl

•

erlang

•

linuxsystem

•

php

•

memcached

•

python

•

redis

•

ruby

•

tomcat

•

varnishcache
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6.3 Capabilities
The monitoring solution automatically detects services provided and used within the Customer's SAP
Commerce Cloud buildout (e.g., a storefront service, custom API services). A capability is provided by a
redundant number of backend components. These capabilities are automatically analyzed and considered for
the AI problem analysis and dependency correlation.
The solution automatically detects and monitors these service types: Database, messaging, method, mobile,
process, rmi, webrequest, webservices, website and external services.
Service KPIs are Response time, failure rate, CPU usage, throughput, SQL transactions, SQL modifications,
SQL queries or procedures. These are provided where applicable.
The solution also distinguishes between different service entry points or usage of these capabilities and
monitors these automatically. It provides the above-mentioned KPIs and an insight into capabilities that are
directly provided to end users (entry point), external dependencies and background activities (e.g. execution
of jobs).

6.3.1

ENTRY POINT SERVICES

An entry point service is a service that is directly called by either a human (e.g. through a storefront or
website) or an unmonitored external service that calls any API or endpoint on the platform. These services are
automatically detected and baselined accordingly. The monitoring solution calculates the above-mentioned
KPIs and uses that information in its AI for problem and performance analysis and dependency correlation.
Furthermore, the tool tracks every single request to entry point services and identifies dynamic (application
logic) and resource (static content like images, css, js files) requests. Both types are automatically analyzed
for performance impacts and hotspots.

6.3.2

EXTERNAL DEPENDENCIES

In scenarios where the application depends on external services that are not operated by SAP offerings (e.g.
an external payment provider), the solution will automatically detect those dependencies and track calls to
them. This allows the identification of dependencies and the impact of the external service on the Commerce
environment. The tool considers external services in its AI for problem and performance analysis and
dependency correlation.
6.3.3

BACKGROUND ACTIVITY

As the Commerce applications might execute activities in the background (e.g. executing scheduled jobs), the
monitoring solution will track these for performance and problem analysis. These background processes are
detected automatically, especially when calling other services (e.g. external services).
6.3.4

DATABASE SERVICES

The monitoring solution automatically detects database services from the application side and individual
transactions (e.g. SQL transactions, modifications, queries and procedures) when executed and tracks the
performance, the exact statement (without bind variables), execution hotspots, response times, database
errors and result set size.
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6.4 Deep Transaction Analysis and Application Performance
Management
The monitoring solution provides full-stack visibility into all vertical components (hosts, VMs, containers,
processes, services and applications) and also into every transaction that is executed in the environment
(e.g. every single web request triggered by a user or every API call). This information provides real time codelevel visibility and allows deep transaction analysis. This makes it possible to perform typical APM tasks and
provides vital information on the performance of the site.

This transaction analysis makes it possible to spot application errors caused by code or service dependencies
which would otherwise go unnoticed. The deep transaction analysis is always on in all environments and the
information gathered is used by the AI for analysis and problem correlation.

6.5 AI-Based Problem Detection, Alerting and Root Cause
Analysis
All the beforehand described metrics, analysis, KPIs and deep transaction analysis are used by the AI in realtime to detect potential problems early and create notifications. These notifications are not single violations
of thresholds but the result of the correlation of thousands of dependencies that exist in the environment. By
automatically analyzing these complex dependencies and adapting to dynamic changes, the user gets precise
information and - where applicable - an automatic root cause analysis.

6.6 Global Availability Monitoring
SAP utilizes globally distributed monitoring agents to check the availability of two Customer-provided URLs
per Production environment: one for a storefront endpoint and one for an API endpoint. Both URLs have to
return a HTTP/200 OK code when there is a no availability situation, otherwise they will be disabled and not
monitored until an URL that can be monitored is provided.
The Customer can create monitoring endpoints in the Production environment and then enable Global
Availability Monitoring when activating the Go-Live function .

6.7 Reporting
In addition to the visibility and reporting in APM tooling, SAP reports SLA relevant uptime through the Cloud
Availability Center.
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Section 7

Maintenance Activities
7.1

Customer Managed Scheduled Environment Upgrades

Customers will be notified of new environment upgrades through the Cloud Portal. Notifications will
provide highlights of the benefits associated with the upgrade as well as deployment instructions. When
an upgrade will be available, the Customer will be able to schedule a time and date for the reprovisioning of
their environments in order to activate the upgraded new features. This is only necessary for changes that
can impact environment availability. Customers will also be able to choose whether to upgrade individual
environments separately, or all environments at once.

7.2 SAP Managed Scheduled Upgrades
SAP is fully responsible for any release upgrade in the Commerce Cloud Automation Zone as well as the Cloud
Portal. Upgrade releases that impact the availability of the Cloud Portal will be completed during the SAP
maintenance windows.

Section 8

Database Services
SAP Commerce Cloud uses Azure SQL Database. Each provisioned environment includes a dedicated Azure
SQL Database. Database configuration, including schemas, is limited and isolated to ensure successful
operation of the SAP Commerce Cloud application.
The database services feature all capabilities related to infrastructure, patches, snapshots, restores, high
availability and global redundancy, supported and maintained by SAP.
Only SAP support teams have direct access to the database.

8.1 Standard Database Operations
The Customer is responsible for creating data snapshots and data restores in line with its deployment
processes. This can be initiated from the Cloud Portal.
On-demand database snapshot and restore services can be initiated from the Cloud Portal.
The database is automatically backed up before deployment and can be restored on cancel deployment.
When manual database updates or modifications are required, these may be requested via the SAP ONE
Support Launchpad. The following standard database procedures can be initiated by raising a ticket with SAP:
•

Support on Production, Medium and Small sandbox environments

•

Emergency triage of application query problems

•

All requests for manual database updates, modifications or restore procedures
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Section 9

Service Recovery
9.1

Backups & Restore

In the event of data loss or data corruption, the cloud service provides the below listed data recovery
mechanisms. These are not to be confused with routine backups, which are Customer controlled via the self service snapshots tool.
9.1.1

DATABASE

Azure SQL Database performs automatic backups of all databases on the following schedule:
• Full database backups occur weekly
• Differential database backups occur hourly
• Transaction log backups occur every 10 minutes
Database backups are stored in geographically redundant storage for 35 days and encrypted using 256-bit
AES symmetric keys.
• RPO: 1 hour
• RTO: 12 hours
9.1.2

FILE STORES

Every object stored to cloud storage is persisted multiple times across the primary and secondary datacenter
in a region.
• RPO: 0 seconds
• RTO: 0 seconds
9.1.3

APPLICATION SERVERS

Application servers are defined as immutable Docker images and do not require backup processes because
they can always be recreated from the image.
In addition:
• Application-specific configuration is included in the Docker image.
• Environment-specific application configuration is stored in the configuration management database.
Important files that should be persisted beyond the lifetime of an application server should be stored on
cloud storage.
• RPO: 0 seconds
• RTO: 15 minutes
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9.1.4

DISASTER RECOVERY

In case of disaster, to enable Disaster Recovery, every service region for SAP Commerce Cloud is comprised
of primary and secondary datacenters in geographically separated locations.
Standard Service
The Standard Disaster Recovery service restores the database from a geo-replicated backup. Recovery time
is therefore subject to database size, network latency and database restore time.
Service Objectives
RPO: 1 hour
RTO: 24 hours

Premium Service
The Premium Disaster Recovery service restores the database from a geo-replicated backup. Recovery time
is therefore subject to database size, network latency and database restore time.
Service Objectives
RPO: 15 minutes
RTO: 4 hours
Scope
The database is restored from the geo-replicated automated backup.
File stores are available in read-only configuration in the secondary datacenter.
Connectivity settings from the primary datacenter will be mirrored in the secondary datacenter.
Restrictions / Limitations
Only Production Environment. The scope only includes Production environments. Non-Production
environments are not replicated. The Customer is responsible for DNS failover to the recovery site domain
and testing of the Production environment on the recovery site provided by SAP before the re-launch of the
Customer’s web presence for productive use.
Reduced Support SLAs. With the exception of P1 support incidents, all lower severity requests will be treated
with reasonable effort during a Disaster.
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Section 10

Additional Cloud Services

10.1 Intelligent selling services for SAP Commerce Cloud
For SAP Commerce Cloud Editions that include intelligent selling services for SAP Commerce Cloud, these run as a
separate multi-tenant Software as a Service integrated with the remaining SAP Commerce Cloud stack. These
services reside on a fully redundant cloud infrastructure operated on Amazon Web Services in datacenters in EU
(Frankfurt) and US (North Virginia). The content described in previous sections is not related to intelligent selling
services for SAP Commerce Cloud.
Intelligent selling services is not required for the order flow in SAP Commerce Cloud to work, hence it does not
offer the disaster recovery capability. This means that RTO and RPO do not apply to intelligent selling services.
Intelligent Selling Services includes one production tenant and one test/ development tenant. The test/ development
tenant may only be used for non-productive testing and development and may not be used to process or store
personal data.
Load tests and/or security scans may not be performed on this cloud service by the customer without prior
coordination with SAP. Requests for such tests must be submitted in advance via a support ticket.
Product documentation on help.sap.com gives further detailed insights into the functional scope and technical
integration guidelines.

Section 11

Security and Compliance
The SAP Commerce Cloud support team is compliant with the security controls and measures provided for all
SAP Cloud Services in the SAP's Cloud Security Framework and Personal Data Processing Agreement.
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Section 12

Roles and Responsibilities
The following roles and responsibilities shall apply to the partnership between SAP, the Customer and the
Customer’s Solution Integrator. As between the Customer and SAP, only those responsibilities with an “R”
assigned to SAP shall form part of SAP’s obligations. All other responsibilities shall be deemed part of the
Customer’s obligations.
Responsible (R), Accountable (A), Consulted (C), Informed (I)
ACTIVITIES

SAP

CUSTOMER
/PARTNER

Manage relationship with Solution Integrator

CUSTOMER

R/A

Traffic volume forecasting (peaks)

C

C

R/A

Project Onboarding meeting to review the scope of services and
operations process

R/A

I

I

Proactive follow-up of critical tickets

R

C/I

C/I

Advise SAP of the planned Go Live date (at least 2 weeks prior)

I

R

A

Management and Delivery of the Cloud Readiness Check service

R/A

C

C

R

C/I

C/I

Project Initiation Phase (2 weeks after contract start date)

Project Delivery Phase
On demand support for critical tickets

Project Transition Phase (2 weeks prior and 2 weeks following Go-Live)
Provide the Customer Go-Live checklist and review with the Customer

R/A

C/I

C/I

On demand support for ongoing critical incidents

R

C/I

C/I

Initiate and complete internal Go-Live preparation activities

R/A

I

I

Communicate Go-Live date 14 days in advance

I

R/A

R/A
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ACTIVITIES

SAP

CUSTOMER
/PARTNER

CUSTOMER

Server management (all servers) up to and including the OS

R/A

I

I

Server OS patch management

R/A

I

I

Cloud Network management

R/A

I

I

Cloud Customer Zone network management

R/A

I

I

Server and application provisioning (Initial Small Sandbox)

R/A

I

I

Provisioning of any additional environments except for the first
Small Sandbox environment.

A

R/A

R

R

A

Infrastructure and Server Management

Automated deployment of software releases on all environments
Initial and ongoing Customer-specific application
configuration and management

R/A

Backup Capabilities

R/A

C

C

Platform patch management

R/A

I

I

R/A

R/A

Set up a VPN tunnel
Monitoring
Infrastructure monitoring of all servers (Memory, CPU, disk)

R/A

I

I

Provide functional URLs for website availability monitoring

I

I

A/R

Website availability monitoring

R/A

I

I

Capacity monitoring of all production servers

R/A

C

R

Provide and configure monitoring tools

R/A

I

I

Security Control governance provided for the production Environment of
SAP Cloud Solutions

R/A

I

I

Inbound/Outbound IP filtering rules

I

I

R/A

Access security (VPN)

R/A

R

R

Application security vulnerability, penetration testing and application
security auditing

I

C

R/A

Secure custom application development

I

R

A

Security incident management related to environment

R/A

C

C

Security
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ACTIVITIES

SAP

CUSTOMER
/PARTNER

CUSTOMER

R/A

C

I

I

R/A

C

Database Management
Database configuration

R/A

Database backup and restore (Cloud Portal)
Database monitoring

R/A

Application Development / Deployment / Testing
Development of new code
Deployment to all environments

I

R

A

User Acceptance Testing

I

C

R/A

R

A

Overall application quality assurance
Load and Performance testing

C

R

R/A

SAP Commerce Cloud software upgrades

I

R/A

C

First line support – for infrastructure support issues

R/A

C/I

C/I

Creation of a new incident based on automated alerts
or support requests by phone or email from Customer or
Solution Integrator

R/A

I

I

Capturing of incident details

R/A

I

I

Categorization of incident

R/A

I

I

Prioritization of incident

R/A

I

I

Investigation and diagnosis of incident

R/A

I

I

Assignment of incident to appropriate support group within
SAP or to Solution Integrator for resolution

R/A

I

I

Support & Incident Management
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Appendix A:

SAP Commerce Cloud – Platform
Upgrade
The Platform Upgrade Program is a key component of the onboarding and fundamental activities included
with SAP Commerce Cloud, Professional Edition.
Designed around the customer to minimize any business or innovation disruption, the Platform Upgrade
Program allows Cloud Customers the opportunity to stay aligned with the latest SAP Commerce Cloud
product releases; the latest Platform developments & changes, whilst gaining access to new out-of-the-box
features and APIs. The platform upgrade only modifies the SAP Commerce Cloud core codebase and
database schema. The refactoring or remediation of any custom code or extensions, including Commerce
Accelerators, as well as any required testing, is the responsibility of the customer (or customer's partner).

1. Scope Definition
The Platform Upgrade Program comprises of three components:
• Customer Introduction & Presentation
• Upgrade Assessment (Reporting: changes, gaps, issues, follow up actions)
• Upgrade Environment Setup
The maximum amount of SAP effort to support customers via the Platform Upgrade Program is capped at
40 person-days (PDs).

2. Components
2.1 CUSTOMER INTRODUCTION & PRESENTATION

The customer introduction and initial presentation will be used to align expectations and responsibilities. It will
also highlight the Platform Upgrade Program benefits, included scope, and exclusions.
2.2 UPGRADE ASSESSMENT

As preparation for starting the assessment, SAP and the Customer will jointly review and collect any
required pre-requisites.
During the assessment, the SAP service delivery team will perform a fit-gap analysis between the
customer current and target SAP Commerce Software version. This process will be supported by
internal tools and automation as well as expert judgement. In some cases, a simplified upgrade
simulation will be also performed as required to complete the analysis.
The outcome of the assessment will be a report including the following:
• Technical challenges
• List of features and components no longer available
• Scope Definition: Scope overview (SAP vs Customer/ Implementation Partner)
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• High level effort estimation
2.3 UPGRADE ENVIRONMENT SETUP

The service delivery team will agree with the customer on the joint project plan aligned with the customer
roadmap which includes ensuring appropriate resource availability of all relevant stakeholders (SAP,
customer, partner). SAP will then facilitate the provisioning of a temporary Small Sandbox environment
available for the purposes of the upgrade for a maximum period of 90-days based on the joint plan.
The service delivery team will upgrade the core SAP Commerce Cloud platform and some dependencies
(where appropriate). Once the core platform and appropriate dependencies are upgraded, the service delivery
team will run the code locally to prepare it for successful deployment to the temporary Small Sandbox
environment. The code will be deemed ready for initial deployment to the cloud when the following conditions
are met:
• The SAP Commerce Cloud version is upgraded to the target version
• The mock-up of any necessary customer or third-party code is complete
• The solution compiles and starts in a local environment

3. Assumptions and Exceptions
The following guidelines apply to the scope and should be completed in advance of the Platform Upgrade
execution:
•

The target SAP Commerce Cloud version is identified as the latest available by SAP Commerce Cloud at
the time of commencement of the Platform Upgrade execution.

•

The timing of the Platform Upgrade execution within the contract year will be mutually agreed upon
between the Customer and SAP.

•

The Customer may defer commencement of the Platform Upgrade execution no longer than nine (9)
months from the initially proposed date for the upgrade activities.

•

Following the delivery of the Platform Upgrade Assessment, the Customer has three (3) months to
complete all refactoring work and user acceptance testing necessary for the upgraded implementation to
go live (or to contract SAP to execute the work).

•

Customer is eligible for their Platform Upgrade twelve (12) months after the SAP Commerce Cloud
solution is live in the Production environment.

•

The Platform Upgrade scope is limited to upgrading the core Commerce platform, the associated
Commerce database, and SOLR.

•

SAP is not responsible for any code refactoring required as a part of the Platform upgrade to the following
elements of the customer landscape:
– Custom storefront(s), including B2C/B2B Accelerators and Industry Accelerators
– Spartacus storefront(s)
– Custom extension code
– Configure, price, quote tooling
– Datahub customization
– SCPI, Extension Factory, etc.
– Integration to other systems (ERP, 3rd party, etc.)
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SAP and the Customer agree on the following responsibility matrix of tasks per phase:
Responsible (R), Accountable (A), Consulted (C), Informed (I)
TASK

SAP

CUSTOMER

C

R

Provide overview of the package scope, execution timeframes and customer involvement

R

I

Explain the package constraints

R

I

Supply full functional and technical documentation for the implementation

C

R

Supply up-to-date implementation-specific installation guides and dependencies

C

R

Supply up-to-date codebase or access to source control system

C

R

Supply up-to-date database dump, configuration and media directory contents

C

R

Communicate the upgrade approach: Project objectives, timeline, roles and responsibilities

R

R

Provide detailed upgrade analysis report

R

I

Platform building and starting on target platform version

R

I

Take reasonable efforts to refactor the custom extensions and comment out or mock the
custom code as necessary given time constraints

R

C

Deploy the upgraded platform build to Cloud Upgrade Small Sandbox environment

R

I

Cross Phase Tasks
Check that key users are available for all workshops and activities, as needed
Customer Introduction & Presentation

Upgrade Assessment

Upgrade Environment Setup

Hand over the solution deployed in Cloud Upgrade Small Sandbox environment to customer R

C

3.1 OUT OF SCOPE ITEMS

Refactoring of customer-specific extensions is out of scope throughout the entire program. The Customer
has the option to engage SAP for the refactoring project(s) if desired.
COMPONENT

OUT OF SCOPE ITEM(S)

Customer Introduction & Presentation

The definition of new business requirements for implementation
The replacement of legacy features/customizations

Upgrade Assessment

N/A

Upgrade Environment Setup

Setup of Cloud environments other than the Upgrade Small Sandbox
Deployments to Cloud environments other than Upgrade Small Sandbox
All types of testing activities
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4. Prerequisites
The Customer will ensure the following mandatory key prerequisites are met:
• The customer’s current implementation is running in Production in an error-free state
– All known technical and/or performance-related issues are documented and provided to the SAP service
delivery team
• The Customer supplies up-to-date codebase (or access to the source control system) and any data required
to allow the delivery team to run the platform upgrade locally
• The Customer supplies functional documentation that describes:
– All custom extensions
– Any significant customizations that have been made
– Any integrations with external systems
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Appendix B:

SAP Commerce Cloud –
Technical Upgrade
The Technical Upgrade Program is a key component of the onboarding and fundamental activities included
with SAP Commerce Cloud, Enterprise Edition.
Designed around the customer to minimize any business or innovation disruption, the Technical Upgrade
Program allows Cloud Customers the opportunity to stay aligned with the latest SAP Commerce Cloud product
releases and the latest SAP Commerce Cloud platform developments & changes, whilst gaining access to new
out-of-the-box features and APIs. The Technical Upgrade Program modifies the SAP Commerce Cloud core
codebase, the database schema, custom code, and third-party integrations. It also provides assistance in
helping the customer team test the upgraded solution and go-live support.
The maximum amount of SAP effort to support customers via the Technical Upgrade Program is capped at
200 person-days (PDs).

1. Scope Definition
The Technical Upgrade Program comprised of six individual components:
• Customer Introduction & Presentation
• Upgrade Assessment (Reporting: changes, gaps, issues, follow up actions)
• Upgrade Environment Setup
• Upgrade Custom Code Adaptations
• Upgrade Testing and UAT Support
• Upgrade Go-Live Support

2. Components
2.1 CUSTOMER INTRODUCTION & PRESENTATION

The customer introduction and initial presentation will be used to align expectations and responsibilities. It will
also highlight the Technical Upgrade Program benefits, included scope, and exclusions.
2.2 UPGRADE ASSESSMENT

As preparation for starting the assessment, we will jointly review and collect any required prerequisites.
During the assessment, the service delivery team will perform a fit-gap analysis between the
customer current and target SAP Commerce software version. This process will be supported by
internal tools and automation as well as expert judgement. In some cases, a simplified upgrade
simulation will be also performed as required to complete the analysis.
The outcome of the assessment will be a report including the following:
• Technical challenges
• Features and components no longer available
• Scope Definition: Scope overview (SAP vs Customer/ Implementation Partner)
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• High level effort estimation
2.3 UPGRADE ENVIRONMENT SETUP

The service delivery team will agree with the customer on the joint project plan aligned with the customer
roadmap, which includes ensuring appropriate resource availability of all relevant stakeholders (SAP,
customer, partner). SAP will then facilitate the provisioning of a temporary Small Sandbox environment
available for the purposes of the upgrade for a maximum period of 90-days based on the joint plan.
The service delivery team will upgrade the core SAP Commerce Cloud platform and some dependencies
(where appropriate). Once the core platform and appropriate dependencies are upgraded, the service delivery
team will run the code locally to prepare it for successful deployment to the temporary Small Sandbox
environment. The code will be deemed ready for initial deployment to the cloud when the following conditions
are met:
• The SAP Commerce Cloud version is upgraded to the target version
• The mock-up of any necessary customer or third-party code is complete
• The solution compiles and starts in a local environment
2.4 UPGRADE CUSTOM CODE ADAPTIONS
The service delivery team will adjust and refactor the custom extensions and custom code to make them
compatible with new SAP Commerce Cloud version APIs, then deploy the upgraded solution into SAP
Commerce Cloud environments. At a high level, the upgrade custom code adaptations phase will result in SAP
providing the customer a potential release candidate build, which includes:

• Updated custom code and configurations, where necessary, to ensure compatibility with the target version
• Other changes not affected by the platform version change. Custom functionality will remain unchanged
• Performance will be similar to before the upgrade
• New out of the box SAP Commerce Cloud features
• Security fixes and third-party library updates
The resulting solution architecture at the completion of the Technical Upgrade Program is dependent on
whether the original solution was built using a template (B2C, B2B, telco, financial, etc.) or fully customized /
headless. Once the engineering is complete, the new SAP Commerce Cloud solution will be deployed to the
upgrade Small Sandbox environment to facilitate regression and acceptance testing.
The customer will be allowed to continue development and release activities. The service delivery team will
merge the customer code changes developed parallel to the upgrade execution as per the mutually agreed
upon project plan.
2.5 UPGRADE TESTING & UAT SUPPORT
The service delivery team will support the customer regression testing and user acceptance testing in the
required SAP Commerce Cloud environments (Upgrade Small and Medium Sandboxes) per the mutually
agreed upon project plan developed and refined during earlier phases. To close out this component, SAP and
the customer must agree to take the upgraded SAP Commerce Cloud solution live.
2.6 UPGRADE GO-LIVE SUPPORT
The service delivery team will provide assistance with the Technical Upgrade go-live and provide the customer
with 10 business days of post-production go-live support. Once this component is complete, the customer will
have an upgraded version of SAP Commerce Cloud in production, and the solution will be handed over to the
customer to support with the help of SAP Product Support.
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3. Assumptions and Exceptions
The following guidelines apply to the scope and should be completed in advance of the Technical
Upgrade execution:
•

The target SAP Commerce Cloud version is identified as the latest available by SAP Commerce Cloud at
the time of commencement of the Technical Upgrade execution.

•

The timing of the Technical Upgrade execution within the contract year will be mutually agreed upon
between the Customer and SAP.

•

The Customer may defer commencement of the Technical Upgrade execution no longer than nine (9)
months from the initially proposed date for the upgrade activities.

•

Following the delivery of the Technical Upgrade Assessment, the Customer has three (3) months to
complete all refactoring work and user acceptance testing necessary for the upgraded implementation to
go live (or to contract SAP to execute the work).

•

Customer is eligible for their Technical Upgrade twelve (12) months after the SAP Commerce Cloud
solution is live in the Production environment.

•

The Technical Upgrade scope is limited to upgrading the core Commerce platform, the associated
Commerce database, SOLR, accelerator storefront(s), custom extension code, and core datahub, subject
to the 200 person day maximum.

•

SAP is not responsible for any code refactoring required as a part of the Technical upgrade to the following
elements of the customer landscape:
– Custom storefront(s), including Industry Accelerators
– Spartacus storefront(s)
– Configure, price, quote tooling
– Datahub customization
– SAP BTP Kyma Runtime, SAP BTP Extension Suite, SAP BTP Integration Suite, etc.
– Integration to other systems (ERP, 3rd party, etc.)
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SAP and the Customer agree on the following responsibility matrix of tasks per phase:
Responsible I, Accountable (A), Consulted (C), Informed (I)
TASK

SAP

CUSTOMER

C

R

Provide overview of the package scope, execution timeframes and customer involvement

R

I

Explain the package constraints

R

I

Supply full functional and technical documentation for the implementation

C

R

Supply up-to-date implementation-specific installation guides and dependencies

C

R

Supply up-to-date codebase or access to source control system

C

R

Supply up-to-date database dump, configuration and media directory contents

C

R

Communicate the upgrade approach: Project objectives, timeline, roles and responsibilities

R

R

Provide detailed upgrade analysis report

R

I

Platform building and starting on target platform version

R

I

Take reasonable efforts to refactor the custom extensions and comment out or mock the
custom code as necessary given time constraints

R

C

Deploy the upgraded platform build to Cloud Upgrade Small Sandbox environment

R

I

Cross Phase Tasks
Check that key users are available for all workshops and activities, as needed
Customer Introduction & Presentation

Upgrade Assessment

Upgrade Environment Setup

Hand over the solution deployed in Cloud Upgrade Small Sandbox environment to customer R

C

Upgrade Custom Code Adaptations
Refactoring and remediation of all custom extensions and configuration

R

C

Apply database update once upgrade of custom extensions complete

R

C

Resolve any issues from database update

R

C

Support analyzing upgrade impact on external integrations

C

R

Support code merges with parallel to upgrade customer development activities according to R
the agreed project plan

C

Promote the upgraded solution to Cloud Medium Sandbox environment

R

C

C

R

C

R

Perform all user acceptance testing

C

R

Perform all performance testing and tuning

C

R

Report upgrade defects via agreed issues tracking process with meaningful description and
steps to reproduce

C

R

Upgrade Testing & UAT Support
Freeze code development to facilitate upgrade work and testing
Perform all regression testing
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Analyse reported upgrade defects and provide feedback via agreed issues tracking process

R

C

Resolve all confirmed upgrade defects

R

C

Support development of upgrade production deployment procedure

R

C

Support upgrade go-live preparations and dry run lead by the
customer

R

C

Provide support for limited time period post go-live and resolve all confirmed upgrade
defects in this timeframe

R

C

Support transition to SAP Support

R

I

Go-Live Support

3.1 OUT OF SCOPE ITEMS

The following table lists out items that are out of scope on a per-component basis:
COMPONENT

OUT OF SCOPE ITEM(S)

Customer Introduction & Presentation

The definition of new business requirements for implementation
The replacement of legacy features/customizations

Upgrade Assessment

N/A

Upgrade Environment Setup

Setup of Cloud environments other than the designated temporary Upgrade
Small Sandbox and existing Medium Sandbox
Deployments to Cloud environments other than Upgrade Small Sandbox
All types of testing activities

Upgrade Custom Code Adaptations

Implementation of new product features and customizations
The replacement of legacy features/customizations

Upgrade Testing and UAT Support

Planning and execution of the tests
Training and Change Management

Upgrade Go-live Support

Release Management
Coordination of external integrations adjustments

4. Prerequisites
The Customer will ensure the following mandatory key prerequisites are met:
• The customer’s current implementation is running in Production in an error-free state
– All known technical and/or performance-related issues are documented and provided to the SAP service
delivery team
• The Customer supplies up-to-date codebase (or access to the source control system) and any data required
to allow the delivery team to run the technical upgrade locally
• The customer provides a representative database dump which will allow the delivery team to run the
technical upgrade on their local machine.
• The Customer supplies functional documentation that describes:
– All custom extensions
– Any significant customizations that have been made
– Any integrations with external systems
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